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A new ideal I*, the kernel coefficient ideal of a nonprincipal ideal I, is
introduced in a commutative Noetherian ring R. Various properties of this ideal
and its relations with many other standard concepts are studied. I* is also
examined in terms of a sequence of subideals I and the relation type of I when Rn
is a local ring. Several characterizations of I* are given in terms of the kernels of
certain ring homomorphisms, and then it is shown that this new ideal has many
nice applications, especially in the study of asymptotic prime divisors. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
All the rings in this paper are assumed to be Noetherian, and the
terminology is generally standard.
In this paper we introduce and study kernel coefficient ideals. The
definition depends on the restricted Rees ring, and the new concept turns
out to be a new approach to the I-independent elements. It is shown that
these new ideals have several interesting and useful properties and that
they are applicable to several areas of local ring theory, especially in the
study of asymptotic prime divisors.
 .For the definition, let b , . . . , b g G 2 be a minimal basis with the1 g
least number of elements of an ideal I in a Noetherian ring R, and K be
w x  .the kernel of the R-homomorphism from R X , . . . , X onto S R, I s1 g
w xR tb , . . . , tb that carries X to tb for i s 1, . . . , g. Then the ideal I* that1 g i i
is generated in R by the coefficients of the polynomials in K is called the
kernel coefficient ideal of I. Now this definition formally depends on the
 .elements b , . . . , b chosen for a minimal basis of I, but it is shown in 2.31 g
 .and 2.4 that I* actually depends only on I.
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Once this is proved, a number of useful basic properties of kernel
coefficient ideals are given in Section 3. There are a number of results in
the literature that implicitly concern such ideals, and most of these are
.mentioned in Section 3. Among these are: I* is contained in the Jacobson
radical of R if and only if I is generated by analytically independent
 .elements 3.1.3 ; if I* / R, then I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that
 .b , . . . , b are J-independent 3.1.6 ; if R is a local ring, then I* s I if and1 g
 .  .only if I is generated by an R-sequence 3.1.7 ; I*S s IS * if S is a
 .  .faithfully flat R-algebra and S or R is a local ring 3.1.8 ; I* : Rad I if I
˜ .is of the principal class 3.1.10 ; and the Ratliff]Rush ideal I is contained
 .in I* 3.4 . And it is shown that, in general, I : J does not imply that
 .I* : J*, but does imply if some minimal basis with ¨ I elements of I can
 .  .   .be extended to a minimal basis with ¨ J elements of J 3.2.1 see 2.2.1
 .  .for the definition of ¨ 2 ; bI * s I* for every regular element b g R
 .3.2.2 ; and if R is a local ring and X is an indeterminate, then
 . ww xx.  . ww xx  .I, X R X * s I*, X R X 3.5.1 . Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 concern
I* in some factor rings, and if an overbar denotes residue class modulo
n . 4  4  .  .Z s j 0 : b R N n G 1 for some i g 1, . . . , g and if ¨ I s ¨ I , theni i
 .I* s I* 3.8 .
In Section 4, I* is studied in a local ring R in terms of the ideals I seen
 ..  .2.2.8 n s 1, 2, . . . . It is shown that I is uniquely determined by I, andn
it is closely related to the relation type of I. In particular, if b , . . . , b1 g
  ..form an m-sequence see 4.7 , then I is of relation type m, so I s I*m
 .4.10 . Also, a number of examples of I and I* are given at the end of this1
section.
In Section 5, I* is characterized in terms of the kernels of the natural
w x w x  .homomorphisms from R u, X , . . . , X onto R u, tb , . . . , tb 5.1 ;1 g 1 g
w x w x R X , . . . , X onto R b rb , . . . , b rb where the overbar denotes1 gy1 2 1 g 1
.  . w x  .residue class modulo Z 5.2 ; and, R X , . . . , X onto F R, I , the form1 1 g
 .ring of R with respect to I 5.4 . From these, some new properties
 .  .of I* are proved in 5.5 ; among them are that if I* / R, then ¨ I q
 .  .  .alt RrI* F alt R 5.5.1 ; if b , . . . , b is an asymptotic sequence in R,1 g
 .then I* : I 5.5.4 ; and if R is a local ring and I ; I* : I , thena a
 .  .I* * s R 5.5.6 .
Several applications of the kernel coefficient ideals are given in Section
6. In particular, it is shown that if I is generated by analytically indepen-
dent elements and if J and L are ideals in R that contain I*, then
n n  . n nJI : I s J for all n G 0 6.1.1 ; J s L if JI s LI for some n G 0
 . n . n n  .  .  n .6.1.2 ; I J l L s I J l I L 6.1.3 ; and Ass RrJ : Ass RrI J :
 n.  .  .  .  .Ass RrI j Ass RrJ for all n G 0, and if ht P s ht I s ¨ I s g for
 .  n .  .every prime divisor P of I, then Ass RrI : Ass RrI J 6.1.4 .
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2. KERNEL COEFFICIENT IDEALS ARE WELL DEFINED
The title of this section states the main result in it; that is, it is shown in
this section that if I is a nonprincipal ideal in a Noetherian ring R, then
the kernel coefficient ideal I* whose definition appears to depend on a
.given minimal basis of I with the minimal number of elements is, in fact,
uniquely determined by I. To prove this we need the following lemma and
definitions.
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring, K an ideal in the polynomial ring
w xR s R X , . . . , X , and J the ideal generated in R by all the coefficients ofg 1 g
 .the elements in K. Possibly J s R. Then
 .2.1.1 J is the smallest ideal H of R such that K : HR .g
 .2.1.2 J is generated by the coefficients of the elements in a basis of K.
So, in particular, if K is homogeneous, then J is generated by the coefficients
.of the forms in K.
 .  .w2.1.3 Let S s R rK and assume that J / R. Then RrJ X , . . . ,g 1
xX ( SrJS.g
 .2.1.4 If S s R rK, and if H is an ideal of R such thatg
 .w x  .RrH X , . . . , X ( SrHS, then J : H so J / R .1 g
Proof. It is clear that K : JR . And if H is an ideal of R such thatg
K : HR , then the coefficients of all the polynomials in K are in H, sog
 .J : H, and 2.1.1 readily follows from this.
 .For 2.1.2 , if B is a basis for K, then the coefficients of the elements in
 .B are in J, by 2.1.1 , and the elements in K are finite sums of the form
 f b where f g R and b g B, so the coefficients of the elements in Ki i i g i
are linear combinations of the coefficients of the elements in B. There-
fore, by the definition of J, the elements in J are linear combinations of
the coefficients of the elements in B.
 .For 2.1.3 assume that J / R. Then since K : JR it follows thatg
 .  .  .w xSrJS s R rK r JR rK ( R rJR ( RrJ X , . . . , X .g g g g 1 g
 .  .w xFor 2.1.4 , let H be an ideal of R such that SrHS ( RrH X , . . . , X1 g
 .  .  .  . .so H / R . Then R r HR , K ( R rK r HR , K rK ( SrHS (g g g g
 .  .w x  .by hypothesis RrH X , . . . , X ( R rHR . So R r HR , K (1 g g g g g
 .  .R rHR . But HR ; HR , K and R is Noetherian, so HR s HR , K .g g g g g g
 .Therefore if follows that K : HR , so J : H by 2.1.1 , and thus J / R.g
Q.E.D.
 .Note. In Lemma 2.1, all the statements, except 2.1.4 , are still true if R
 .is an arbitrary ring. Statement 2.1.4 is true provided that the isomorphism
is an R-algebra isomorphism.
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 .Definition 2.2 contains many of the definitions that will be needed in
this paper.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal in R. Then:
 .  .2.2.1 ¨ I denotes the smallest number of elements in a minimal
basis of I.
 .2.2.2 I denotes the integral closure in R of I, so I sa a
 n ny1 i 4r g R N r q b r q ??? qb s 0 for some b g I , i s 1, . . . , n .1 n i
 . w x2.2.3 R denotes the polynomial ring R X , . . . , X in g indeter-g 1 g
minates over R.
 .  .2.2.4 R s R R, I is the Rees ring of R with respect to I, so R is
w x w xthe graded subring R u, tI of R u, t , where t is an indeterminate and
u s 1rt.
 .  .2.2.5 S s S R, I is the restricted Rees ring of R with respect to I,
w x w xso S is the graded subring R tI of R t , where t is an indeterminate.
 .  . k kq12.2.6 F s F R, I is the form ring  I rI of R with respectk G 0
  .  .  .  . .to I. Therefore F ( R R, I ru R R, I ( S R, I rI S R, I .
 .  .  .2.2.7 Let ¨ I s g G 2 so, in particular, I is proper and I s
 . b , . . . , b R. Let I* be the smallest ideal J of R such that K : JR see1 g g
 .  ..2.1 and 2.2.3 , where K is the kernel of the natural R-homomorphism
 .   ..from R onto S R, I see 2.2.5 that carries X to tb for i s 1, . . . , g.g i i
  .Equivalently, by 2.1 , I* is the ideal generated in R by the coefficients of
 .the polynomials in K. And by 2.1.2 it is also the ideal generated in R by
.the coefficients of the forms in K, since it is clear that K is homogeneous.
I* will be called the kernel coefficient ideal of I.
 .  .2.2.8 Let R be a local ring, with I s b , . . . , b R, g, and K as in1 g
 .2.2.7 , and for a nonnegative integer n let I be the smallest ideal J in Rn
such that K : JR , where K is the ideal generated in R by then g n g
  .polynomials of degree at most n in K. Equivalently, by 2.1.2 , I is then
 .ideal generated in R by the coefficients of the forms in K that have total
.degree at most n.
Sections 3 and 4 contain a number of comments concerning the ideals
I* and I . However, it must first be shown that I* is uniquely determinedn
by I; that is, I* does not depend on the elements in a given basis of I.
 . Concerning this, note that S s S R, I is uniquely determined by I since
k k .S s  t I , but the kernel K of the natural homomorphism from Rk G 0 g
 .onto S does depend on the elements in a given minimal basis with ¨ I
welements for I. For example, if b , . . . , b and c , . . . , c are distinct1 g 1 g
 .minimal bases of I and if K resp., K 9 is the ideal generated in R by theg
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 .elements b X y b X resp., c X y c X , where 1 F i - j F g, then K /i j j i i j j i
 . w x  .K 9; and it is shown in 2.7 of 12 that K resp., K 9 is the kernel when
 . xb , . . . , b resp., c , . . . , c is an R-sequence and R is a local ring.1 g 1 g
 .Therefore it is shown in 2.3 that I* does not depend on the minimal
 .  .basis with ¨ I elements chosen for I, and then 2.4 shows that it is
independent of the elements in an arbitrary basis of I. In Section 4 it is
shown that in a local ring R the ideals I are independent of the elementsn
 .chosen for a minimal basis with ¨ I elements and for an arbitrary basis
.of I.
 .THEOREM 2.3. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R such that ¨ I s
g G 2, then I* does not depend on the elements chosen for a minimal basis
of I with g elements.
Proof. Let b , . . . , b and c , . . . , c be two minimal bases of I, let K1 g 1 g
 .resp., K 9 be the kernel of the R-homomorphism from R onto S thatg
 .  . carries X to tb resp., X to tc for i s 1, . . . , g, and by 2.1 let L resp.,i i i i
.  .L9 be the smallest ideal J of R such that K : JR resp., K 9 : JR .g g
w xThen R rK ( S and R rK 9 ( S 9, where S 9 s R tc , . . . , tc . By symme-g g 1 g
try it suffices to show that L : L9.
 .If L9 s R, we are done. If L9 / R, then since S s S 9, 2.1.3 implies
 .  .that RrL9 ( SrL9 S . Thus L : L9 by 2.1.4 . Q.E.D.g
 .THEOREM 2.4. Let I be an ideal in R such that ¨ I s g G 2, c , . . . , c1 h
 .h G g a basis of I, and H the kernel of the natural R-homomorphism from
 .   ..R onto S R, I that carries X to tc for i s 1, . . . , h so R rH ( S R, I .h i i h
Then:
 .2.4.1 If I* / R, then I* is the smallest ideal J of R such that
 .  .RrJ ( R H, JR ( SrJ S .g h h
 .2.4.2 If I* s R, then there does not exist an ideal J in R such that
 .  .RrJ ( R H, JR .g h h
 .  .Proof. Assume that R H, LR ( RrL for some ideal L in R.h h g
Claim. L = I*.
 .  .  .In fact, since R rH ( S R, I , and RrL ( R r H, LR (h g h h
 .  .  .R rH rL R rH ( SrL S , we have SrL S ( RrL , so I* : L byh h g
 .  .2.1.4 and 2.2.7 .
 .  .Now assume that I* / R, so RrI* ( SrI*S by 2.1.3 . Since Srg
 .  .  .  .  .I*S ( R rH rI* R rH ( R rH r I*R , H rH ( R r H, I*R ,h h h h h h
 .  .  .R r H, I*R ( RrI* . This proves 2.4.1 .h h g
 .For 2.4.2 , as we noted in the first paragraph of the proof, if
 .  .R r H, LR ( RrL for some ideal L in R, then I* : L. Therefore ifh h g
I* / R, then L s R, and this is a contradiction. Q.E.D.
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 .Remark 2.5. Our definition of I* requires that ¨ I s g G 2, that is, I
 .is not principal. The main reason for this is the following: If ¨ I s 1, so
I s bR for some element b g R, then the ideal generated by all the
 .coefficients of the polynomials in the kernel K will be J s j 0 :
i 4  . nb R N i s 1, 2, . . . s 0 : b R for large n. If b is a nonnilpotent, then
 .b f J, i.e., I ­ J. But when ¨ I ) 1, I* is the smallest ideal J such that
the elements in a minimal basis of I are J-independent, and this requires
 ..that I : J see 3.1.6 .
3. PROPERTIES OF KERNEL COEFFICIENT IDEALS
 .  .From now on, b , . . . , b g G 2 is always a minimal basis with ¨ I1 g
  . .elements so ¨ I s g of an ideal I in a Noetherian ring R, and R , K,g
 .  .and S R, I are the same as in 2.2 .
Remark 3.1. With the fixed notation, we have:
 .3.1.1 I : I*.
 .  . .3.1.2 If b g b , . . . , b R , then I* s R. In particular, if b isg 1 gy1 a g
nilpotent then I* s R.
 .3.1.3 b , . . . , b are analytically independent if and only if I* :1 g
 .  .  .J Rad R the Jacobson radical of R . Therefore, if R, M is a local ring
 .with alt R G 2, then: R is regular if and only if M* s M.
 .  .  .3.1.4 If R is a local ring and ¨ I s g ) alt R , then I* s R.
 .3.1.5 If b , . . . , b is a subset of a system of parameters of an ideal1 g
J or a ring R, then I* / R, so I* : M for some maximal ideal M of R.
 .3.1.6 If I* / R, then:
 .1 I* is the smallest ideal J such that b , . . . , b are J-independent.1 g
 .  .2 The elements in a basis of I with more that ¨ I elements are
not I*-independent.
 .3.1.7 If b , . . . , b is an R-sequence, then I* s I. If I* / R and1 g
 n.  .l J q I s J for every ideal J : I, then I has a minimal basis with ¨ I
 . elements which is an R-sequence. So if I : J Rad R in particular, when
.R is local , then b , . . . , b is an R-sequence if and only if I* s I.1 g
 .3.1.8 If S is a flat R-algebra and a Noetherian ring, then I*S =
 .  .  .  .  .IS * when ¨ IS G 2, I*S s IS * when ¨ I s ¨ IS . So if S is a
 .faithfully flat R-algebra and either R or S is a local ring, then I*S s IS *
 .and I*S l R s I*.
 .  .  .3.1.9 Let I : P g Spec R and assume that ¨ IR G 2. ThenP
 .I*R = IR *, so IR is generated by analytically independent elementsP P P
in R if I* : P.p
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 .  .  .3.1.10 If ¨ I s g s ht I , i.e., I is an ideal of the principal class,
then:
 .1 I is locally generated by a system of parameters, i.e., for each
minimal prime divisor P of I, the set of the images of b , . . . , b in R is a1 g P
system of parameters.
 .  .2 I* : Rad I .
 .Proof. Clearly, b X y b X g K for 1 F i - j F g, so I : I* by 2.2.7 ,i j j i
 .and 3.1.1 holds.
 .  . .  .For 3.1.2 , if b g b , . . . , b R , then 2.2.2 shows that 1 g I*,g 1 gy1 a
 .hence 3.1.2 holds.
 . Recall that the elements b , . . . , b g J Rad R the Jacobson radical of1 g
.R are analytically independent in case all the coefficients of all the forms
 .  .in K are in J Rad R . Therefore the first part of 3.1.3 is clear. For the
 .  .  .  .last part of 3.1.3 , if R, M is a local ring and alt R G 2, then ¨ M G
 .  .alt R G 2, so M* is defined. Also, R, M is a regular local ring if and
only if M is generated by analytically independent elements, it follows that
 .  .  .R, M is regular with alt R G 2 if and only if M* s M by 3.1.1 , so
 .3.1.3 holds.
 .For 3.1.4 , it is well known that if c , . . . , c are analytically independent1 k
 .  .  .elements in a local ring R, then h F alt R . So I* s R if ¨ I ) alt R by
 .3.1.3 .
 .For 3.1.5 , recall that b , . . . , b in an ideal J is a system of param-1 h
 .  .  .eters of H in the case depth J s 0, alt J s h, and Rad J s
 . .Rad b , . . . , b R . Also, b , . . . , b is a system of parameters of R if1 h 1 h
 . .  . .depth b , . . . , b R s 0 and alt b , . . . , b R s h.1 h 1 h
So there exists a maximal ideal M in both cases such that b , . . . , b g M1 h
 . .  .and alt b , . . . , b R s h s ht M . Thus b r1, . . . , b r1 is a system of1 h 1 h
parameters of R . But in a local ring, the elements in a system ofm
parameters are analytically independent, and the elements in a subset of
analytically independent elements are analytically independent. Now let
 .b , . . . , b be a subset of a system of parameters b , . . . , b g F h , then1 g 1 h
 .  .for a form F X , . . . , X g R with F b , . . . , b s 0, all the coefficients1 g g 1 g
of F are in M. For if not, then one of them is a unit in R . Asm
 .F b r1, . . . , b r1 s 0 in R , all the coefficients of F are in MR , and1 g M M
 .this is a contradiction. Therefore b , . . . , b * s I* : M.1 g
Note. If all the maximal ideals in R have the same height for example,
when R is a local ring or a Cohen]Macaulay ring under the definition of
.  .Nagata , if b , . . . , b g J Rad R , and if b , . . . , b is a subset of a system1 g 1 g
of parameters of R or of an ideal J of R, then b , . . . , b are analytically1 g
independent in R.
 .For 3.1.6 , recall that elements a , . . . , a in a proper ideal J in a1 r
Noetherian ring R are said to be J-independent in the case every form
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 .  .F X , . . . , X g R such that F a , . . . , a s 0 has all its coefficients in J.1 r r 1 r
 .  .Therefore, since t is regular in the total quotient ring of S R, I , 1 is
clear by the definition of I-independent elements.
 .   ..Now suppose that 2 is not true, and let c , . . . , c h ) ¨ I be1 h
elements in a basis of I which are I*-independent. Then I*R = H, whereh
 .H is the kernel of the natural R-homomorphism from R onto S R, Ih
 .  .  .carrying X to tc , so RrI* ( R r H, I*R s R rI*R ( RrI* byi i g h h h h h
 .  .2.4 . This is a contradiction as I* / R and g / h. Therefore 3.1.6 holds.
 . w xStatement 3.1.7 is a rephrasing of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in 14 .
 .Note. 1 . For g s 1, that b is I-independent is not equivalent to1
I* s I. For example, when b is regular, we get that 0 is the only1
 .  .coefficient of the forms F X satisfying F b s 0, so I* s 0 / 1.1 1
 .  .  .  .2 From 3.1.1 , 3.1.6 , and 3.1.7 , we get that the following are
equivalent in a local ring R when g G 2:
 .a I s I*.
 .b b , . . . , b are I-independent.1 g
 .c b , . . . , b is an R-sequence.1 g
 .Proof of 3.1.8 . Assume S is a flat R-algebra and a Noetherian ring
 . w xand that ¨ IS G 2. Then from 0 ª K ª R ª R tb , . . . , tb ª 0 beingg 1 g
w xexact, we get that 0 ª K m S ª R m S ª R tb , . . . , tb m S ª 0 is ex-g 1 g
w xact, so 0 ª KS ª S ª S tb , . . . , tb ª 0 is exact. Hence the kernel Hg g 1 g
w x of the natural S-homomorphism from S onto S tb , . . . , tb the re-g 1 g
.  .stricted Rees ring of S with respect to IS is KS . But I*S S s I*S =g g g
 .  .KS since I*R = K s H, and IS * is the smallest ideal J of S such thatg g
 .  .JS = H, by 2.2.7 , so I*S = IS *.g
 .  .Now if further ¨ I s ¨ IS , then b , . . . , b is a minimal basis of IS1 g
with the minimal number of elements. Let r g I*S, so r s a s q1 1
 .??? qa s for some a g I* and s g S i s 1, . . . , m . But for eachm m i i
a g I*, it is a combination of coefficients of forms in K, so there exists ai
 .  .form F X g K such that a is one of its coefficients. Then F X gi i i
 .  .KS s H, so a g IS *, hence I*S : IS *.g i
 .  .  .For the last part of 3.1.8 , it suffices to show that ¨ I s ¨ IS is S is a
faithfully flat R-algebra and R or S is a local ring.
 .  .In fact, clearly ¨ IS F ¨ I since b , . . . , b is also a basis of IS in S.1 g
First assume that S is a local ring, so it suffices to show that b , . . . , b1 g
is a minimal basis of IS in S. Suppose not, so without loss of generality
 .we may assume that IS s b , . . . , b S. Then as S is faithfully flat,1 gy1
 .J s JS l R for any ideal J in R, so I s b , . . . , b R. This contradicts1 gy1
 .¨ I s g.
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Now assume that R is a local ring with maximal ideal M and that S is
faithfully flat over R, so MS / S, and there exists some maximal ideal M9
of S such that MS : M9. Now, S is a local ring and a faithfully flatM 9
w xR-algebra by the transitivity of the flatness of Theorem 7.2 in 5 , so
 .  .  .  .  .  .¨ I s ¨ IS F ¨ IS F ¨ I , and thus ¨ I s ¨ IS .M 9
 .  .For 3.1.9 , if I g P g Spec R , then IR / R and R is a flat R-P p P
 .  .  .algebra and a local ring. By 3.1.8 , if ¨ IR G 2, then I*R = IR *. SoP P P
 .if further I* : P, then IR * / R , and IR is generated by analyticallyP P P
 .independent elements by 3.1.3 .
 .  .For 3.1.10 , assume ht I s g, so for each minimal prime divisor P of I,
 .  .  .  .  .from g s ht I F ht P F ¨ I s g we get that ht P s ht I s g. In the
 .  .  .  .local ring R , PR , IR : PR and ht IR s ht PR s g s alt R ,P P P P P P P
 .  .so ¨ I s ¨ IR and the set of the images of b , . . . , b in R is a systemP 1 g p
of
 .  .parameters since IR is PR -primary. So I*R s IR * : PR by 3.1.8P P P P P
 .  .  .and 3.1.5 . But IR * R contains the kernel K 9 of the naturalP P g
 .  .R -homomorphism from R onto S R , IR that carries X toP P g P P i
 .  .tb i s 1, 2, . . . , g , and it is clear that K 9 s K R . Therefore K :i P g
 .  .  .K R l R : P R l R s PR , so I* : P by 2.2.7 . ThereforeP g g P g g g
 .I* : Rad I . Q.E.D.
The behavior of kernel coefficient ideals under algebraic operations is
ww xxnot very nice in general. For example, let R s Q X, Y . Then R is a local
 .  2 2 .  .ring with the maximal ideal X, Y . Let I s X , Y , XY , J s X, Y .
2  .Then I s J ; J and J* s J by 3.1.7 since X, Y is an R-sequence.
 .2 2 2XY y X Y s 0 implies 1 g I*, so I* s R. Hence I* ­ J*. Thus,
 .from I : J, we usually cannot get I* : J*. Similarly, I q J * / I* q J*,
 .  .  n.  .n I l J * / I* l J*, IJ * / I*J*, and I * / I* in general. The
.same example works. However, we have the following:
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.2. 3.2.1 If I : J and a minimal basis of I with ¨ I
 . elements can be extended to a minimal basis of J with ¨ J elements for
.example, when I is a minimal reduction of J in a local ring , then I* : J*,
 .  .I q J * s I* q J*, and I l J * s I* l J*.
 .3.2.2 If J s bI, where b is regular, then J* s I*.
 .  .Proof. By hypothesis, let I s b , . . . , b R, J s b , . . . , b R, and1 g 1 h
 .  .  .¨ J s h G g s ¨ I . Let F X , . . . , X be an n-form in the kernel K.1 g
 .  .Then G X , . . . , X s F X , . . . , X g R is also an n-form in the ker-1 h 1 g h
w x  .nel of the natural homomorphism from R onto R tb , . . . , tb s S R, J .h 1 h
 .  .So I* : J* by 2.2.7 , and 3.2.1 holds.
 .  .For 3.2.2 , if I s b , . . . , b R and J s bI where b is regular, then1 g
 .  .  .  .  .J s bb , . . . , bb R with ¨ J s ¨ I . In fact, clearly ¨ J F ¨ I . Sup-1 g
 .  .  .pose k s ¨ J - ¨ I s g and J s c , . . . , c R. Then c s ba for some1 k j j
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a g I and j s 1, . . . , k. For any element x g I, bx g J, so bx sj
k r c s b k r a for some r g R. Since b is regular, x s k r a ,js1 j j js1 j j j js1 j j
 .  .so I s a , . . . , a R. This contradicts ¨ I s g ) k. So bb , . . . , bb is a1 k 1 g
minimal basis of J.
 .  .Now let n-form F X , . . . , X g K. Then F bb , . . . , bb s1 g 1 g
n  .  .b F b , . . . , b s 0. So F X , . . . , X is also in the kernel H of1 g 1 g
w xthe natural R-homomorphism from R onto R tbb , . . . , tbb sg 1 g
 .  .S R, J . Hence I* : J*. Conversely, let F X , . . . , X g H. Then1 g
 . n  .F bb , . . . , bb s b F b , . . . , b s 0. As b is regular, the same is true1 g 1 g
n  .  .for b , so F b , . . . , b s 0, and F X , . . . , X g K. Thus J* : I*, and1 g 1 g
J* s I*. Q.E.D.
The following results give us some properties of kernel coefficient ideals
in some extension rings.
 .  . nLEMMA 3.3. If F X , . . . , X is an n-form and F b , . . . , b g JI for1 g 1 g
 . n nsome ideal J in R, then all the coefficients of F are in I*, J , so JI : I :
 .I*, J .
Proof. Let
F X , . . . , X s r i , . . . , i X i1 ??? X i g .  .1 g 1 g 1 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
and
r i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g g JI n . 1 g 1 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
 .for some ideal J in R. Then there exists an n-form G X , . . . , X g JR1 g g
such that
r i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g s G b , . . . , b . .  . 1 g 1 g 1 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
 .Now each coefficient s i , . . . , i of G is in J, and1 g
i i1 gr i , . . . , i y s i , . . . , i b ??? b s 0. .  . 1 g 1 g 1 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
 .   . 4  . n n nSo r i , . . . , i g s i , . . . , i , I* : I*, J . Let a g JI : I . Then ab g1 g 1 g 1
n  . n  .JI . Apply the above results to F X , . . . , X s aX , and get a g I*, J ,1 g 1
n n  .hence JI : I : I*, J . Q.E.D.
By Lemma 3.3 and Statement 3.1.1, we have the following corollary,
 w x.which gives the relationship between the Ratliff]Rush ideal of I see 13
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and the kernel coefficient ideal of I. It has been proved that the
Ratliff]Rush ideal is very useful in the study of asymptotic prime divisors
 w x.and in several other areas see 3 .
COROLLARY 3.4. I nq1: I n : I* for all n G 0. Therefore the Ratliff]Rush
˜ nq1 n 4ideal I s j I : I N n G 0 : I*.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X be an indeterminate o¨er a local ring R, M ,
 . w xJ s I, X R X . Then:
 . ww xx  ww xx. ww xx3.5.1 In the local ring R X , IR X * s I*R X and
 ww xx.  . ww xx ww xxJR X * s I*, X R X s J*R X .
 . w x  .3.5.2 Let L s R X . Then in the local ring L, JL * sM , X .
 .I*, X L s J*L.
 .  w x. w x  w x.  . w x  .3.5.3 IR X * s I*R X and JR X * : I*, X R X . If ¨ J s
 .  . w x¨ I q 1, then J* s I*, X R X .
 . ww xxProof. For 3.5.1 , since R X is a faithfully flat R-algebra and a local
ww xx  w xx.  . ww xx.  .  .ring I*R X s IR X * : I, X R X * by 3.1.8 and 3.2.1 . X g
 . ww xx.  .  . ww xx  . ww xx.I, X R X * by 3.1.1 , so I*, X R X : I, X R X * s
 ww xx.JR X *.
 ww xx.  . ww xxFor the other inclusion JR X * : I*, X R X , we need only show
 .that all the coefficients of form F X , . . . , X , X in the kernel of the1 g gq1
ww xxw x  .natural homomorphism from R X X , . . . , X , X onto S R, J are1 g gq1
 . ww xx  .in I*, X R X . This can be done by a straightforward but tedious
 .induction on the degree of F X .
 . ww xx w x w xFor 3.5.2 , let P s R X . Since R X : L s R X : P, and sinceM , X .
w x  .n w x  .n  .n  .nfor any n, R X r X R X ( Pr X P, we have Lr X L ( Pr X P.
 .n  .n  .n  .n  .n .Thus M, X Lr X L ( M, X Pr X P. As M, X L P s
 .n  .n  .nM, X P and L l M, X P s M, X L, we get that L is a dense
ˆ ˆsubspace of P. Therefore the completion L of L and the completion P of
P are equal. But the completion of a local ring is faithfully flat over the
local ring, so we have the following equalities:
ˆ ˆI , X L *L s I , X LL * by 3.1.8 .  .  . .  . .
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆs I , X L * s I , X P * by L s P .  . .  .  .
ˆ ˆs I , X PP * s I , X P *P by 3.1.8 .  .  . .  . .
ˆs I*, X PP by 3.5.1 .  . .
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆs I*, X P s I*, X L by P s L .  .  .
ˆ ˆ .  .  . .  . .But I*, X L l L s I*, X L and I, X L *L l L s I, X L *.
 . .  .Therefore I, X L * s I*, X L.
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 . w x  w x.For 3.5.3 , since R X is a faithfully flat R-algebra, to show IR X * s
w x  .  w x.  .I*R X , it suffices to show that ¨ I s ¨ IR X by 3.1.8 . Clearly
 .  w x.  .  .¨ I G ¨ IR X . Assume that f X , . . . , f X is a minimal basis of1 h
w x w x  .IR X in R X and let a g R i s 1, . . . , h be the constant term ofi
 .  .  .  .f X . Then a g I and b s  g X f X since I s b , . . . , b R :i i i i j j 1 g
w x   .  .. w xIR X s f X , . . . , f X R X . Comparing the terms of these equa-1 h
 .  .tions, we have b , . . . , b g a , . . . , a R. Therefore h G g. Thus ¨ I F1 g 1 h
 w x.  .  w x.¨ IR X , and so ¨ I s ¨ IR X .
 . w x.  .Now see that J* : I*, X R X much as in the proof of 3.5.1 . And if
 .  .  .¨ J s ¨ I q 1, then b , . . . , b , X is a minimal basis with ¨ J elements.1 g
w x   ..  w x.  . w xSo J* = I*R X by 3.2.1 s IR X *. Thus J* = I*, X R X since
w xX g JR X : J*. Q.E.D.
 . COROLLARY 3.6. Let R, M be a local ring, S the set R y M, X , . . . ,n 1
. ww xx y1X R , L s R X , . . . , X , L9 s S R . Then for all n G 0, we ha¨en n 1 n n
 .  .  . .  .3.6.1 I*L s IL * and I, X , . . . , X L * s I*, X , . . . , X L.1 n 1 n
 .  . .  .3.6.2 I, X , . . . , X L9 * s I*, X , . . . , X L9.1 n 1 n
 .  .3.6.3 IR * s I*R .n n
 .  . .  . 3.6.4 I, X , . . . , X R * : I*, X , . . . , X R . If ¨ I, X , . . . ,1 n n 1 n n 1
.  .X s ¨ I q n, then the equality holds.n
ww xx  ww xx.ww xxProof. Since R X , . . . , X s R X , . . . , X X and R s1 n 1 ny1 n n
w x  .R X , by an easy induction on n, we get the equations in 3.6.1 andny1 n
 .  .  .3.6.3 . Statements 3.6.2 and 3.6.4 can be had by a similar proof of
 .  .3.5.2 and 3.5.3 . Q.E.D.
The following results give some properties of I* in factor rings.
 4  . n 4 PROPOSITION 3.7. Fix i in 1, 2, . . . , g , let Z s j 0 : b R N n G 1 soi i
 . n .Z s 0 : b R for all large n and an o¨erbar denote residue class modulo Z .i i i
Then:
 . g3.7.1  Z : I*.is1 i
 .  .3.7.2 If ¨ I s 0, then b is nilpotent and I* s Z s R.i i
 .3.7.3 Let R be a local ring.
 .  .  .  .1 If ¨ I G 2, then I* : I*. If ¨ I s ¨ I s g G 2, then I* s I*,
and b , . . . , b are analytically independent in R when b , . . . , b are analyti-1 g 1 g
cally independent in R.
 .  .  .  .  .2 If I* / R then ¨ I s ¨ I . So I* s R if ¨ I - ¨ I .
Proof. Let r g Z , then rbn s 0 for some n G 1. So r g I* by thei i
 .definition of I*, hence Z : I* and 3.7.1 holds.i
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nq1 .  .For 3.7.2 , if ¨ I s 0, then I s 0 and b s 0. So b s 0 for large n,i i
  ..hence Z s R, and I* s R by 3.1.2 .i
 .Now assume that R is a local ring, and let ¨ I s l G 2, so g G l and I*
 .is well defined. Without loss of generality, let I s b , . . . , b R, and1 l
 .  .F X , . . . , X be an m-form in R such that F b , . . . , b s 0. Then1 l l 1 l
 . n  .F b , . . . , b g Z , so for large n, b F b , . . . , b s 0, hence1 l i i 1 l
n  .  .X F X , . . . , X is an n q m -form in K. That all the coefficients of Fi 1 l
are in I* implies that all the coefficients of F are in I*. Therefore
 .  .I* : I*. If further ¨ I s ¨ I , then b , . . . , b is a minimal basis of I. Let1 g
 .  .G X , . . . , X be a form in R such that G b , . . . , b s 0. Then1 g g 1 g
 .G b , . . . , b s 0, so all the coefficients of G modulo Z are in I*. Hence1 g i
 .  .  .I* = I*, and so I* s I*. Now 1 of 3.7.3 follows from 3.1.3 and the
 .  .  .fact I* : I*: J Rad R : J Rad R . For 2 of 3.7.3 , assume I* / R. .
To show l s g, we need only show that b , . . . , b is a minimal basis of I.1 g
gSuppose not and assume, without loss of generality, that b s  r b .1 js2 j j
g gThen  r b s 0, where r s y1 and r g R, and thus  r b g Z .js1 j j 1 i js1 j j i
This implies  g r b bn s 0 for some n, so r s y1 g I*, and thisjs1 j j i 1
contradicts I* / R. Q.E.D.
Proposition 3.8 is closely related to Proposition 3.7.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Assume that there exists an ideal J / R such that
I n l J s JI n for all n G 0, and let an o¨erbar denote residue class modulo J.
Then:
 .  .  .3.8.1 If ¨ I s 0, then I* and J are comaximal, i.e., R s I*, J .
 .  .  .  .3.8.2 Let R be a local ring. I* : I* if ¨ I G 2. If ¨ I s ¨ I , then
I* s I*, and b , . . . , b are analytically independent in R when b , . . . , b are1 g 1 g
analytically independent in R.
 .3.8.3 If R is a local ring, then:
 .  .1 ¨ I G 1.
 .  .  .  .  .2 ¨ I s ¨ I if I* / R. So if ¨ I - ¨ I , then I* s R.
 .  .Proof. For 3.8.1 , if ¨ I s 0, then I s 0, so I : J. Therefore R s
 n . n n n n n  .  .  .I l J : I s JI : I , and JI : I : I*, J by 3.3 . For 3.8.2 , assume
 .that R is a local ring. If ¨ I s l G 2, then I* is well-defined in R, and
 .  .g G l. Assume that I s b , . . . , b R and F X , . . . , X g R is an n-form1 l 1 l l
n n .  .such that F b , . . . , b s 0. Then F b , . . . , b g I l J s JI . By Lemma1 l 1 l
 .3.3, this implies that all the coefficients of F are in I*, J , so all the
coefficients of F are in I*. Therefore I*= I*.
 .  .Now if further ¨ I s ¨ I , then b , . . . , b is a minimal basis of I. Let1 g
 .  .F X , . . . , X be an n-form in R such that F b , . . . , b s 0. Then1 g g 1 g
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 .  .F b , . . . , b s 0, and F X , . . . , X is an n-form in the kernel of the1 g 1 g
 .natural R-homomorphism from R onto S R, I . Thus all the coefficientsg
 .of F are in I*. So I*: I*, and 3.8.2 holds.
 .  .For 3.8.3 , assume that R is a local ring, and suppose ¨ I s 0. Then
I : J, and I s I l J s IJ : IM : I. Thus I s 0 by Nakayama’s Lemma.
 .  .  .This contradicts ¨ I s g G 2, hence ¨ I G 1, so 1 holds.
 .  .Now assume I* / R. To show ¨ I s ¨ I s g, we need only show that
b , . . . , b is a minimal basis of I since R is also local. Suppose not, so1 g
gwithout loss of generality we may write b s  a b and a g R. Then1 is2 i i i
g  .b y  a b g J l I s IJ, so 1 g I*, J by Lemma 3.3. This is a con-1 is2 i i
tradiction since I*, J / R and R is local. Q.E.D.
Proposition 3.9 gives two equivalent conditions to the condition I n l
J s JI n of Proposition 3.8.
ˆ w xPROPOSITION 3.9. Let J s JR u, t l R. Then the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 . n n1 I l J s JI for all n G 0;
ˆ .2 J s J R;
 .3 J R : u R s J R.
Proof. Since the ideals generated in R by the coefficients of the nth
ˆ n nhomogeneous component of J and J R are J l I and JI respectively,
n n ˆI l J s JI for all n G 0 if and only if J s J R.
2 n ˆ .  .  .As J R : J R : u R : J R : u R : ??? : J R : u R : ??? : J and
ˆ n ˆR is a Noetherian ring, J s J R : u R for all large n. Thus J s J R if and
only if J R : u R s J R. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.10. If J / R is an ideal in R such that either J R: u R s J R
w x  .or JR u, t l R s J R, then all the properties about I s I q J rJ in Proposi-
tion 3.8 hold.
Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.8 and 3.9. Q.E.D.
There are still a few more useful properties of I*, but their proofs need
some results of Section 5, so we delay giving them until Proposition 5.5.
4. RELATION TYPE AND IDEALS I IN LOCAL RINGSn
Assume that R is a local ring throughout this section. In Section 2 we
  ..defined I see 2.2.8 , for a nonnegative integer n, to be the smallestn
ideal J in R such that K : JR , where K is the ideal generated in Rn g n g
by the forms of degree at most n in K. Actually, I is the ideal generatedn
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in R by the coefficients of the forms in K that have degree n. And if R is
a local ring we have the following results.
THEOREM 4.1. In local ring R, I does not depend on the elements chosenn
for a minimal basis with g elements of I.
Proof. Let b , . . . , b and c , . . . , c be two minimal bases of I, let K1 g 1 g n
 X .resp., K be the ideal generated in R by the forms of degree at most nn g
in the kernel of the R-homomorphism from R onto S that carries X tog i
 .  .  X .tb resp. X to tc for i s 1, . . . , g, and by 2.1 let L resp., L be thei i i n n
 X .smallest ideal J of R such that K : JR resp., K : JR . Then byn g n g
symmetry it suffices to show that L : LX .n n
 .For this, it is clear that K and K 9 are homogeneous, so 2.1.2 showsn n
 X .that L resp., L is generated by the coefficients of the forms in Kn n n
 X .resp., K , so it suffices to show that ifn
F s r i , . . . , i X i1 , . . . , X i g . 1 g 1 g
  .is a form of degree n in K where r i , . . . , i g R and the sum is overn 1 g
 .all g-tuples i , . . . , i of nonnegative integers i , . . . , i such that1 g 1 g
.  . Xi q ??? qi s n , then each r i , . . . , i is in L .1 g 1 g n
For this, note first that since R is a local ring there exists a permutation
c , . . . , c of c , . . . , c such that each of the following is a mini-p 1. p  g . 1 g
mal basis of I: b , . . . , b , c ; b , . . . , b , c , c ; . . . ;1 gy1 p 1. 1 gy2 p 1. p 2.
 .b , c , . . . , c . Also, suppose that a if c , . . . , c is a permutation1 p 1. p  gy1. 1 g
 . X  .of b , . . . , b , then each r i , . . . , i is in L ; and b if c s b for i s1 g 1 g n i i
 . X  .1, . . . , g y 1, then each r i , . . . , i is in L . Then each r i , . . . , i is in1 g n 1 g
LX for each of the following pairs of minimal bases of I: b , . . . , bn 1 g
  ..and b , . . . , b , c by b ; b , . . . , b , b , c and b , . . . ,1 gy1 p 1. 1 gy2 gy1 p 1. 1
  ..b , c , b by a ; b , . . . , b , c , b and b , . . . ,gy 2 p 1. gy 1 1 gy 2 p 1. gy 1 1
  ..b , c , c by b ; b , . . . , b , b , c , c , and b , . . . ,gy2 p 1. p 2. 1 gy3 gy2 p 1. p 2. 1
  ..b , c , c , b by a ; . . . ; c , . . . , c , b and c , . . . , cgy3 p 1. p 2. gy2 p 1. p  gy1. 1 p 1. p  g .
  ..   ..  .by b ; c , . . . , c and c , . . . , c by a . Therefore each r i , . . . , ip 1. p  g . 1 g 1 g
is in LX for the minimal bases b , . . . , b and c , . . . , c , so L : LX by then 1 g 1 g n n
second paragraph of this proof, hence the first paragraph of this proof
X  .  .shows that L s L . Therefore it suffices to show that a and b hold.n n
 .For a , let c s b for i s 1, . . . , g. Then it follows from the definitionp  i. i
of K that F g K implies thatn n
r i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g s 0, . 1 g 1 g
since
ii g1r i , . . . , i tb ??? tb s 0. . .  . 1 g 1 g
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So
r i , . . . , i c i1 ??? ci g s 0. . 1 g p 1. p  g .
Therefore
F9 s r i , . . . , i X i1 ??? X i g g K X , . 1 g p 1. p  g . n
 . Xthus each r i , . . . , i g L when c , . . . , c is a permutation of b , . . . , b ,1 g n 1 g 1 g
 .and so a holds.
 .For b , since R is local there exist elements r , . . . , r , u g R such1 gy1
that u is a unit and b s  gy1 r b q uc . Therefore since F g K , weg is1 i i g n
have
gy1
0 s F b , . . . , b s F b , . . . , b , r b q uc . 1 g 1 gy1 i i g /
i s 1
s F9 b , . . . , b , c , .1 gy1 g
 . Xso F9 X , . . . , X g K . Also, it follows from1 g n
gy1
F b , . . . , b s F b , . . . , b , r b q uc . 1 g 1 gy1 i i g /
is1
that the coefficient in F9 of X i1 ??? X i g is1 g
r j , . . . , j Cr i1yj 1 ??? r i gy 1yj gy 1 ui g , 4.1.1 . . 1 g 1 gy1
where the sum is over all nonnegative integers j , . . . , j that sum to n and1 g
are such that j F i for h s 1, . . . , g y 1, C is either the multinomialh h
coefficient
jg
4.1.2 . /i y j , . . . , i y j , i1 1 gy1 gy1 g
ws the coefficient of
i yji yj igy 1 gy11 1 gr b ??? r b uc .  . .1 1 gy1 gy1 g
in the expansion of
jggy1
xr b q uc i i g /
is1
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 .  .or C s 1 if j s 0, then i s 0 , and where r j , . . . , j is the coefficientg g 1 g
j1 jg wof X . . . X in F. Note that the exponent on u is i , since the exponent1 g g
is
gy1 g gy1 gy1
xj y i y j s j y i s n y i s i . .   g h h h h h g
hs1 hs1 hs1 hs1
 .Lexicographically order the g-tuples, and note that 4.1.1 shows that the
n  . n wcoefficient of X in F9 is r 0, . . . , 0, n u since i s j s n, sog g g
n
xC s s 1 , /0, . . . , 0, n
 . X  .so r 0, . . . , 0, n g L since u is a unit in R. Therefore fix i , . . . , i withn 1 g
i - n and assume that the coefficient of each X j1 ??? X jg in F9 withg 1 g
 .  . X  .j , . . . , j - i , . . . , i is in L . Then it follows from 4.1.1 that1 g 1 g n
 . X w  . X r i , . . . , i is also in L since the coefficient in 4.1.1 is in L since1 g n n
X .F9 g K and this coefficient isn
r i , . . . , i C9ui g q r j , . . . , j Cr i1yj 1 ??? r i gy 1yj gy 1 ui g , .  .1 g 1 g 1 gy1
 .where the multinomial coefficient C9 s 1 by 4.1.2 , since j s i forh h
.  .h s 1, . . . , g and where the summand only includes the r j , . . . , j with1 g
 .  .  .j , . . . , j - i , . . . , i since j F i for h s 1, . . . , g y 1 and these1 g 1 g h h
X xcoefficients are in L by the assumption in the preceding sentence .n
Therefore it follows that all coefficients of F are in LX when c s b forn i i
 .i s 1, . . . , g y 1, so b holds. Q.E.D.
 .By a proof similar to that of 2.4 , we have
 .THEOREM 4.2. With the fixed notation, let c , . . . , c h G g be a basis of1 h
w xI, H the kernel of the natural R-homomorphism from R s R Y , . . . , Yh 1 h
 .   ..onto S R, I that carries Y to tc for i s 1, . . . , h so R rH ( S R, I ,i i h
and H the ideal of R generated by all the n-forms of H. Then:n h
 .4.2.1 If I / R, then I is the smallest ideal J in R such thatn n
 .  .R r H , JR ( RrJ .h n h g
 .4.2.2 If I s R, then there is no ideal J in R such that R rn h
 .  .H , JR ( RrJ .n h g
 .In 4.3 we characterize the ideals I . For this, letn
In: s bi1 ??? bi g N i q ??? qi s n , 41 g 1 g
n:  n: .b g I , and B s I y b R. So B is the ideal generated by alln, b n, b
the elements except b in the set In:.
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 .n:PROPOSITION 4.3. I s  B : bR .n b g I n, b
n:  .Proof. For each b g I , if a g B : bR , then ab g B , son, b n, b
ab y r i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g s 0. . 1 g 1 g
i i1 gi q ??? qi sn , b/b ??? b1 g 1 g
Therefore a is a coefficient of an n-form in K. So a g I , hencen
B : bR : I . . n , b n
n:bgI
 .For the opposite inclusion let f X be an n-form in K. Then each of its
 .coefficients is in one of the B : bR for some b , so all its coefficientsn, b
are in
B : bR , . n , b
n:bgI
hence
I : B : bR . Q.E.D. .n n , b
n:bgI
 . gCOROLLARY 4.4. 4.4.1 I s I if and only if  r b s 0 implies that1 is1 i i
r g I.i
 .4.4.2 I is always a proper ideal.1
g ˆ . w . x4.4.3 I* s I if and only if I* s  b , . . . , b , . . . , b R : b R . So1 is1 1 i g i
when this is the case, b , . . . , b are analytically independent.1 g
 . g  .Proof. Statement 4.4.1 readily follows from  B : b R sis1 1, b iig ˆ . .   .. b , . . . , b , . . . , b R : b R s I by 4.3 .is1 1 i g i 1
 .For 4.4.2 , I is always proper because if 1 g I then b s  r b for1 1 i j/ i j j
some i. This contradicts the fact that b , . . . , b is a minimal basis of I.1 g
 .  .Statement 4.4.3 is clear by Proposition 4.3 and Statements 4.4.2 and
 .3.1.3 . Q.E.D.
 .Note. Statement 4.4.1 does not mean that I s I if and only if1
b , . . . ,b are I-independent.1 g
The following result characterizes several properties of b , . . . , b in1 g
terms of the ideals B .n, b
 .THEOREM 4.5. 4.5.1 b , . . . , b are analytically independent in R if and1 g
 .  . n:only if B : bR : J Rad R for all n G 1 and for all choices of b g I .n, b
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 .  .  .  .  .4.5.2 If ht I s ¨ I s g, then B : bR : Rad I for all n G 1n, b
and for all choices of b g In:.
 .  .4.5.3 If b , . . . , b is an R-sequence, then B : bR : I for all1 g n, b
n G 1 and for all choices of b g In:.
 4Proof. Since I : I : ??? : I for all n and I* s j I N n G 1 , State-1 n n
 .   .  ..  .ment 4.5.1 resp., 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 follows from 4.3 together with
 .   .  ..3.1.3 resp., 3.1.10 and 3.1.7 . Q.E.D.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.6. 4.6.1 If I : J and a minimal basis of I with ¨ I
 .elements can be extended to a minimal basis of J with ¨ J elements, then
 .  .  .I : J , I, J s I , J , and I l J s I l J for all n G 1.n n n n n n n n
 .  .4.6.2 If b is a regular nonunit in R then bI s I for all n G 1.n n
The proof of this proposition is straightforward.
For the chain of ideals 0 : K : K : ??? : K : ??? : K in R , as R1 2 n g
is Noetherian, there exists a least number N such that K s K, soN
I* s I , thus I* can be generated by the coefficients of forms of degreeN
N. Elementary proof shows that N depends only on the ideal I and is
independent of the basis of I. And this N is known as the relation type of
the ideal I. An ideal of relation type 1 is said to be of linear type.
 w x.Several papers in the literature for example, 1, 6, 15 have been
concerned with ideals of linear type. Now we want to see when I* s I ,m
 .i.e., b , . . . , b is of m-type. Let B s b , . . . , b R s I for convenience of1 g 1 n
 .  . w xnotation, let B s b , . . . , b R for 1 F i F n, and let B s 0 . In 8 ,i 1 i 0
Raghavan has shown that I* s I if b , . . . , b form a d-sequence. Recall1 1 g
 .  .that b , . . . , b form a d-sequence if B : b b s B : b for all1 n iy1 i k iy1 k
.1 F i F n and n G k G i. The following is a generalization of his results,
and the proofs are essentially the same as his and so are omitted.
 .  m .DEFINITION 4.7. 4.7.1 b , . . . , b form an m-sequence if B : b b1 n iy1 i k
 m .s B : b , 1 F i F k F n, where m G 1.iy1 k
 .4.7.2 The weight of a homogeneous form F of positive degree in
 .R is th e smallest integer w, 1 F w F n, such that F g X , . . . , X R . Itn 1 w n
is convenient to let 0 be the unique form of weight 0.
 .Note. i When m s 1, an m-sequence is the same as a d-sequence.
 .  m .  m .  m .ii B : b : B : b b s B : b for 1 F i F k F n wheniy1 i iy1 i k iy1 k
b , . . . , b form an m-sequence.1 n
 m . mLEMMA 4.8. If b , . . . , b form an m-sequence, then B : b l B s1 n iy1 i
B m , for all 1 F i F n.iy1
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THEOREM 4.9. If b , . . . , b form an m-sequence, then gi¨ en a form F of1 n
w x  . mdegree d in R X , . . . , X such that F b , . . . , b g B , there exists a form1 n 1 n i
G in R of degree d and weight at most i such that F y G g K s the idealn m
in R generated by all the forms of degree F m in K.n
From this theorem, we get the following sufficient condition for I* s I .m
COROLLARY 4.10. If b , . . . , b form an m-sequence, then I is of relation1 n
type m, i.e., I s I*.m
Note. H. Martin has shown a result similar to the above corollary in his
w xrecent paper 4 .
We will close this section with some examples of I and I*.1
EXAMPLE 4.11. Let E be a field, X, Y, Z, and X , . . . , X indetermi-1 n
nates over E.
 . ww xx  2 2 .4.11.1 Let R s E X, Y , and I s X , XY, Y R. Then I s1
 .  .X, Y R, since F X , X , X s XX y YX is an 1-form in the1 2 3 2 1
  ..  .kernel K see 2.2.7 and I is always proper by 4.4.2 . I* s R as1
 .2 2 2  3 2 3.XY y X Y s 0 implies 1 g I*. Let L s X , X Y, Y R, and J s
 3 2 3.  .X , XY , Y R. Then L* s J* s R. Let M s X, Y R. Then M* s
 .M s M* *, since X, Y is an R-sequence so M s M.1
 . ww xx4.11.2 Let R s E X , . . . , X , i , . . . , i be positive integers, and1 n 1 n
 i1q1 i2 i n.  i1 i n.I s X , X X , . . . , X X R s X X , . . . , X R. Then I s1 1 2 1 n 1 1 n 1
 i1 i n.  .  .  .X , . . . , X R s I* s I* * by 3.2.2 , 4.6.2 , and the fact that1 n
X i1, . . . , X in is an R-sequence. Thus I is of linear type.1 n
 . ww xx  n ny1 .4.11.3 Let R s E X, Y, Z and I s X , X Y, Z R.
 .  . n1 If n G 1, then I s X, Y, Z R s I*. In fact, YX y1
 ny1 .  .X X Y s 0 implies that X, Y R : I , but I : I , so M s1 1
 .  . n ny1X, Y, Z R s I by 4.4.2 . Therefore I* s I since X , X Y, Z are1 1
analytically independent elements.
 .  ny1 .2 If n G 2, and if J s X , Z R then I ; J s J* ; I*. Hence
 .I q J * s J* ; I* s I* q J*.
 . ny2 23 If n G 3, and if J s I q X Y R, then I ; J ; I* ; R s J*
 ny1 .2  n. ny2 2 .since X Y s X X Y .
 .  2 2 2 .4 On the other hand, if L s X , Y , Z R and J s
 2 . 2 2 2X , XY, XZ R, then L* s L as X , Y , Z is an R-sequence, and J* s
 .  .  .  .X, Y, Z R s M by 3.2.2 . L q J * s R > X, Y, Z R s L* q J*.
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5. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF I*
The three main results in this section give additional characterizations
of I*.
THEOREM 5.1. With the fixed notation, let u be an indeterminate, and H
w x w x   ..the kernel of the R u -homomorphism t from R u onto R see 2.2.4 thatg
 .carries X to tb i s 1, . . . , g . Then:i i
 .  . w x5.1.1 I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that H : J, u R u .g
 .  . w x5.1.2 I* s I if and only if H : I, u R u .g
 .  .5.1.3 I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that RrJ (g
w x  . w x  .R u r J, u R u ( Rr J, u R, if I* / R. There is no such J if I* s R.g g
 .  .5.1.4 If I s c , . . . , c R, h G g, then:1 h
 .1 I * is the smallest ideal J / 0 in R such that
w x  . w x  .  .R u r u, J, H9 R u ( Rr J, u R ( RrJ if I* / R, where H9 is theh h g
w x w xkernel of the natural R u -homomorphism t 9 from R u onto R that carriesh
 .X to tc i s 1, . . . , h .i i
 .2 There is no such J in R if I* s R.
 .  . w x w xProof. For 5.1.1 , first I*, u R u = H. In fact R s R u rH, alsog g
 .S s R r H l R , since it is clear that t induces the homomorphismg g
from R onto S that carries X to tb for i s 1, . . . , g, so H l R sg i i g
 .K. Further, Rru R s F R, I s SrI S and I S : u R l S , so it
 . w x  .follows that I S s u R l S . Therefore H, u R u l R s K, I R , sog g g
 . w x  . w x w x  . w x  .K , I R u : H, u R u , and R u r K , I, u R u s F R, I sg g g g
w x  . w x  . w x  . w x  .R u r H, u R u , hence H, u R u s K, I, u R u . But K, I R :g g g g g
 . w x  . w xI*R , and it follows that H : H , u R u s K , I, u R u :g g g
 . w xI*, u R u .g
 . w xLet J be an ideal in R such that J, u R u = H. Then JR sg g
 . w x  .J, u R u l R = H l R s K. So J = I*, and so 5.1.1 holds.g g g
 .  .Statement 5.1.2 is clear from 5.1.1 and I* = I.
 .  . w x  . w x For 5.1.3 , since the preimage of I*, u R in R u is I*, u R u byg g
 ..  . w x  . w x  .5.1.1 , it follows that Rr I*, u R ( R u r I*, u R u ( RrI* . Nowg g g
 .  .let J be an ideal of R such that Rr J, u R ( RrJ . Theng
w x  . w x  .  . w xR u r J, u R u ( RrJ ( Rr J, u R, but R u rH ( R, sog g g g
 . w x  .J, u R u = H, hence J = I* by 5.1.1 . This shows that I* is theg
 .  .smallest ideal J in R such that Rr J, u R ( RrJ if I* / R. Ifg
I* s R, as J = I* we get J s R, so there exists no J in this case such that
 .  .Rr J, u R ( RrJ .g
w x w x  . w x  .Since R u rker t 9 ( R u, tc , . . . , tc s R R, I ( R u rH, 5.1.4h 1 h g
 .  .follows from 5.1.3 and 2.4 . Q.E.D.
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 .Next in 5.2 , I* is characterized in terms of the kernel of the canonical
w x  .R-homomorphism from R s R X , . . . , X g G 2 onto the monadicgy1 2 g
w x w x transformation A s R Irb s R b rb , . . . , b rb . Here b is assumed1 2 1 g 1 1
to be nonnilpotent and the overbar denotes residue class modulo Z s1
 . n0 : b R for all large n. Concerning this, note that if I* / R in a local ring1
 .R, M , then the elements in all minimal bases of I are analytically
.independent in R, so no element in such a basis is nilpotent.
THEOREM 5.2. With the fixed notation, assume that b is nonnilpotent,1
and let l be the natural homomorphism from R onto A which carries Xgy1 i
 .to b rb i s 2, . . . , g , where the o¨erbar denotes the residue class moduloi 1
 . n 4Z s j 0 : b R N n G 1 . Then:1 1
 .5.2.1 I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that JR = ker l. So I* isgy1
the ideal generated in R by the coefficients of the polynomials in ker l : R .gy1
 .5.2.2 I* s I if and only if IR = ker l.gy1
 .  .5.2.3 I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that R r ker l, J R (gy1 gy1
 .  .RrJ , so ArJA ( RrJ if I* / R. There is no such J if I* s R.gy1 gy1
 .  .  .5.2.4 ArI*A ( RrI* : RrI* ( SrI*S if I* / R.gy1 g
 .  .  .5.2.5 If I s c , . . . , c R h G g , and c s b , then I* is the small-1 h 1 1
 .  .est ideal J in R such that R r J, ker l9 ( RrJ if I* / R, where l9 ishy1 gy1
 .the natural homomorphism from R onto A such that l9 X s c rb forhy1 i i i
i s 2, . . . , h. There is no such J in R if I* s R.
 .Proof. We need only prove 5.2.1 . All the other parts can be shown
 .similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.1 once 5.2.1 is proved.
Assume
f X , . . . , X s r i , . . . , i X i2 ??? X i g g ker l. .  .2 g 2 g 2 g
Then
ii g2
0 s r i , . . . , i b rb ??? b rb . .  .  /2 g 2 1 g 1
n .Multiplying the above equation by b we get1
ii ig2 10 s r i , . . . , i b ??? b b , .  .  .  /2 g 2 g 1
where i s n y i y ??? yi . So1 2 g
r i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g g Z s 0 : bmR . . 2 g 1 g 1 1
i q ??? qi sn1 g
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for all large m. Thus
r i , . . . , i bi1qm bi2 ??? bi g s 0. . 2 g i 2 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
So
f 9 X , . . . , X s r i , . . . , i X i1qm X i2 ??? X i g .  .1 g 2 g 1 2 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
 .is an n q m -form in K for large m and all of its coefficients are in I*.
 .Hence ker l : I*R . On the other hand, let F X , X , . . . , X be angy1 1 2 g
 .n-form in K : R . Then F 1, X , . . . , X is a polynomial in ker l : Rg 2 g gy1
n  .  .because b F 1, b rb , . . . , b rb s F b , . . . , b s F b , . . . , b s 0 and .1 2 1 g 1 1 g 1 g
nb is regular in R. So all the coefficients of F are in the ideal generated by1
the coefficients of polynomials in ker l. Therefore I* is the ideal gener-
ated by all the coefficients of polynomials in ker l, hence I* is the smallest
ideal in R such that ker l : I*R . Q.E.D.gy1
 .Remark 5.3. With the notation of 5.2 , assume that b , . . . , b are1 g
analytically independent in R. Then I* / R and none of the b isi
 w x.nilpotent. Let K s ker R ª R b rb , . . . , b rb , b rb , . . . , b rbi gy1 1 i iy1 i iq1 i g i
 . n 4where the overbar denotes residue class modulo Z s j 0 : b R N n G 1i i
 .for i s 1, . . . , g. Then I*R = K for all i, as we showed in 5.2.1 , sogy1 i
K q K q ??? qK : I*R . We also get that the ideals generated in R1 2 g gy1
by all the coefficients of the polynomials in K for i s 1, . . . , g are thei
same and they are nothing but I*.
Our third and final characterization of I* is given in Theorem 5.4.
THEOREM 5.4. Let f be the homomorphism from R onto the form ringg
  ..  .F see 2.2.6 carrying X to b q I i q 1, . . . , g and L s ker f. With thei i
fixed notation we ha¨e:
 .5.4.1 I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that JR = L.g
 .5.4.2 The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 I* s I;
 .2 IR = L;g
 .  .3 F R, I is a polynomial ring.
 .  .  .5.4.3 I* is the smallest ideal J in R such that R r L, J R ( RrJg g g
 .is isomorphic to a polynomial factor ring of F R, I if I* / R. There is no
such J if I* s R.
 .  .  .5.4.4 If I s c , . . . , c R h G g , then I* is the smallest ideal J in R1 h
 .  .such that R r ker f9, J R ( RrJ is isomorphic to a polynomial factorh h g
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 .  .ring of F R, I if I* / R, where f9: R ª F such that f9 X s c q I forh j j
j s 1, . . . , h. There is no such J if I* s R.
 .  .Proof. For 5.4.1 , it is clear that L is graded, so let F X , . . . , X be a1 g
 . nq1form of degree n in L, so F b , . . . , b g I . Therefore there exists a1 g
form G of degree n in R whose coefficients are in I such thatg
 .  .F b , . . . , b s G b , . . . , b . Therefore F y G g K, so the coefficients of1 g 1 g
F y G are in I*. But I : I*, so the description of G implies that all the
 .coefficients of F are in I*, thus L : I*R . As K : L since F ( SrI S ,g
 .I* is the smallest ideal J of R such that L : JR by 2.4 .g
 .  .  .  .  .  .For 5.4.2 , 1 and 2 are equivalent by 5.4.1 since I : I* . By 2.4 , if
 .  .I / R then I* is the smallest ideal J such that S R, I rJ S R, I (
 .  .  .  .  .RrJ , but F R, I ( S R, I rI S R, I , so F R, I is a polynomial ringg
 .  .if and only if I = I*, i.e., I s I*. Therefore 1 and 3 are equivalent.
 .  .Statement 5.4.3 is just a special case of 5.4.4 when g s h. So we need
 .only show 5.4.4 . For this, let H s ker f9. Then it is clear that H l R s I,
so IR : H. Let a 9 be the R-homomorphism from R onto S thath h
 .  .carries X to tc i s 1, . . . , h , and F X , . . . , X and n-form in ker a 9.i i 1 h
n  .  .  .Then t F c , . . . , c s 0, so F c , . . . , c s 0 t is regular , thus ker a 9 :1 h 1 h
 .  .H . Therefore ker a 9, I R : H , and R r ker a 9, I R (h h h
 .  .  .  .S R, I rI S R, I ( F R, I ( R rH, hence H s ker a 9, IR . There-h h
 .  .fore 5.4.4 readily follows from this, 2.4 , and the fact I : I*. Q.E.D.
The preceding characterizations of I* imply some new properties of I*,
 .   .given in 5.5 . For 5.5.4 , recall that b , . . . , b is an asymptotic sequence1 g
 . in R in the case b , . . . , b R / R and b f j P N P g1 g iq1
  . .n. . 4 .Ass Rr b , . . . , b R for all large n for i s 0, 1, . . . , g y 1.1 i a
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 5.5. 5.5.1 If I* / R, then ¨ I q alt RrI* F alt R .
 .  .  .  .  .5.5.2 If ¨ I q alt RrI ) alt R , then I* ­ Rad I .
 .  .  .5.5.3 If ht I s ¨ I s g and R is locally quasi-unmixed, then
I* : I .a
 .5.5.4 If b , . . . , b is an asymptotic sequence in R, then I* : I .1 g a
 .  .5.5.5 The following are equi¨ alent if I : J Rad R :
 . n  n.1 I* s I and I s I for all n G 1;a
 .2 I* s I s I ;a
 .  .3 I* s I, R is a regular local ring for all P g Ass RrI , and theP
 2 . 2length of the R y module I q P R rP R is at least g y 1.P P P
Moreo¨er, each implies that all the prime di¨ isors of I ha¨e height g.
 .  . 5.5.6 If R is a local ring, and I ; I* : I , then I* * s R. Thereforea
if R is a quasi-unmixed local ring and not Cohen]Macaulay, and if I is
 . .generated by a system of parameters, then I* * s R.
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 .Proof. By 5.4.3 , R rI*R is isomorphic to a factor ring of the formg g
 .  .  .  .ring F R, I when I* / R, so ¨ I q alt RrI* s g q alt RrI* s
 .   ..   ..alt R rI*R F alt F RrI . But it is well known that alt F RrI sg g
 .  .  .  .  .alt R , thus ¨ I q alt RrI* F alt R , so 5.5.1 holds.
 .  .  .  .For 5.5.2 , assume that ¨ I q alt RrI ) alt R and suppose I* :
 .  .  .  .Rad I . Then as I : I*, we get Rad I s Rad I* . Thus alt RrI s
 .  .  .  .  .alt RrI* , so by 5.5.1 ¨ I q alt RrI F alt R . This contradicts our
 .assumption, so I* ­ Rad I .
 .  .  .Statement 5.5.3 is a special case of 5.5.4 , since it is proved in 4.6 of
w x  . .10 that if R is locally quasi-unmixed and ht b , . . . , b R s g, then1 g
 .b , . . . , b is an asymptotic sequence, so it suffices to show 5.5.4 . From1 g
 . w x4.17 in 9 , we know that if b , . . . , b is an asymptotic sequence, so it1 g
 .  . w xsuffices to show 5.5.4 . From 4.17 in 9 , we know that if b , . . . , b is an1 g
asymptotic sequence in R, then b , . . . , b are I -independent. So I* : I1 g a a
 .by 3.1.6 .
 .  . w xStatement 5.5.5 is Goto’s Theorem 1.1 in 2 . That is, the condition
 .  .I* s I implies that I is generated by an R-sequence by 3.1.7 , so ht I s
 .  .  .  .g s ¨ I , hence Goto’s Theorem shows that 1 , 2 , and 3 are equivalent
and that every prime divisor of I has height g.
 .For 5.5.6 , if I* / R, then I is generated by analytically independent
 .elements by 3.1.3 . So I is a minimal reduction of all ideals that contain
 w x.and integrally depend on it see 7 . Thus if I ; I* : I , then a minimala
 .basis of I can be properly extended to a minimal basis of I*. Therefore
 .  .¨ I* ) ¨ I and the elements in a minimal basis of I* cannot be
  . .analytically independent, since I* : I and so the ¨ I q 1 th element ofa
 .it is integrally dependent on the first ¨ I elements in this minimal basis.
 .  .I* * s R by 3.1.2 . The parenthetical statement follows from this to-
 .  .gether with 5.5.3 and 3.1.7 . Q.E.D.
6. SOME APPLICATIONS OF I*
In this section we give several applications of kernel coefficient ideals.
The following two results show that the ideals I* have some properties
that are similar to the properties of regular principal ideals. It is well
known that if b is a regular nonunit in R, then the following hold for all
 . n n  .  .ideals J and L of R: a b J : b R s J; b if bJ : bL, then J : L; c
 .  .  .  n .  n .b J l L s bJ l bL; and d Ass RrJ : Ass Rrb J : Ass Rrb R j
 .  .  .Ass RrJ for all n G 1, and if ht P s 1 for all P g Ass RrbR , then
 .  n . w xAss RrbR : Ass Rrb R . The main result in 12 showed that these
results also hold when bR is replaced by an ideal that is generated by an
R-sequence and is contained in J and L. Here we will show that they also
hold when bR is replaced by I* and I* : J l L.
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THEOREM 6.1. Assume that I* / R and let J, L be two ideals in R which
contain I*. Then:
 . n n6.1.1 JI : I s J for all n G 0.
 . n n n n6.1.2 If JI : LI for some n G 0, then J : L, and if JI s LI ,
then J s L.
 .  46.1.3 If J N j g L is an arbitrary collection of ideals of R thatj
  4. n  n 4contain I*, then l J N j g L I s l J I N j g L for all n G 0.j j
 .  .  n .  n.  .6.1.4 Ass RrJ : Ass RrI J : Ass RrI j Ass RrJ for all
 .  .n G 0, and if ht P s ht 1 s g for e¨ery prime di¨ isor P of I, then
 .  n .Ass RrI : Ass RrI J for all n G 1.
n n  . n n  .Proof. It is clear that J : JI : I . By 3.3 JI : I : J, I* s J since
 .I* : J, so 6.1.1 holds.
 . n n n n n nFor 6.1.2 , assume that JI : LI . Then J : JI : I : LI : I s L by
 . n n6.1.1 , so J : L. If JI s LI , similarly we have J = L, so J s L.
 .   4. n  n 4For 6.1.3 , clearly l J N j g L I : l J I N j g L for all n G 0.j j
If n s 0, then the opposite inclusion is clear. Fix some n G 0, and let
 n 4a g l J I N j g L . Then for any j and k in L,j
a s c i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g g J I n . k 1 g 1 g k
i q ??? qi sn1 g
s d i , . . . , i bi1 ??? bi g g J I n . j 1 g 1 g j
i q ??? qi sn1 g
 .  .where c i , . . . , i g J and d i , . . . , i g J . Thusk 1 g k j 1 g j
F X , . . . , X s c i , . . . , i y d i , . . . , i X i1 ??? X i g .  .  . .1 g k 1 g j 1 g 1 g
i q ??? qi sn1 g
  ..is an n-form in K see 2.2.7 , so all of its coefficients are in I*. As
 .   . .I* : J for all j g L, it follows that c i , . . . , i g d i , . . . , i , I* R :j k 1 g j 1 g
  4. n  .J for any j. So a g l J N j g L I , and 6.1.3 holds.j j
 .For 6.1.4 , the inclusions are clear if n s 0. So it may be assumed that
 .n ) 0. For the first inclusion, let P g Ass RrJ and a g R such that
P s J: aR. Claim that P s JI n: abnR.1
n  n . nIn fact, let c g P, so ac g J and acb g J b R : JI . This implies that1 1
c g JI n: abnR, so P : JI n: abnR. On the other hand, let d g JI n: abnR, so1 1 1
n n n  . i1 i gab d g JI . Write ab d s  r i , . . . , i b ??? b , where all1 1 i q? ? ?qi sn 1 g 1 g1 g
 . n  . i1 i gthe r i , . . . , i g J. Then adX y  r i , . . . , i X . . . X is a1 g 1 i q? ? ?qi sn 1 g 1 g1 g
 .form in K, and so the coefficient of its X term, ad y r n, 0, . . . , 0 , is in1
  ..I*. As I* : J, we get that ad g I*, r n, 0, . . . , 0 R : J, so d g J: aR s P
 n.  .and the claim holds. Therefore P g Ass RrJI , and Ass RrJ :
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 n.Ass RrJI for all n ) 0. For the second inclusion, the proof of a similar
w xinclusion in 11 applies here.
 .  .  .Finally, let P g Ass RrI and assume that ht P s g s ht I . Then
 .  .  n.  ng s ht P s ht I G ht JI G g. Since if Q is a prime ideal and Q = JI
 .  .  n.then Q = I or Q = J = I, so ht Q G ht I s g. Therefore ht JI s
  .4 . nmin ht Q G g. Thus P is a minimal prime divisor of JI , so P g
 n.Ass RrJI . Q.E.D.
In general, we have the following:
THEOREM 6.2. Let I be such that I* / R, and J, L are ideals in R. Then:
 .  .6.2.1 For all nonnegati¨ e integers n , . . . , n , J, I*, u R s1 g
 .  .n1  .n gJ, I*, u R: tb . . . tb R, so1 g
J , I* s J , I* I n1q? ? ?qn g : bn1 ??? bn g R s J , I* I n1q? ? ?qn g : I n1q? ? ?qn g . .  .  .1 g
 . n n  .6.2.2 If JI : LI for some n G 0, then J : L, I* , so if
 . n  . n  .  .J, I* I s L, I* I for some n G 0, then J, I* s L, I* .
 .  46.2.3 If J N j g L is an arbitrary collection of ideals of R, thenj
  . 4. n  . n 4l J , I* N j g L I s l J, I* I N j g L for all n G 0.j
 .   .   . n .  n .6.2.4 Ass Rr J , I * : Ass Rr J , I * I : Ass RrI j
  ..  .  .Ass Rr J, I* for all n G 0, and if ht P s ht I s g for e¨ery prime
 .   . n.di¨ isor P of I, then Ass RrI : Ass Rr J, I* I for all n G 1.
 .Proof. For 6.2.1 , let H s ker t , where t is the natural R-
w x  .  . w xhomomorphism from R u onto R R, I as in 5.1 . Then R u rH (g g
 .  .  . w xR R, I , and it follows from 5.1.1 that H : J, I*, u R u . Sinceg
 . w xJ, I* R u is an extended ideal and u, X , . . . , X are algebraicallyg 1 n
 . w x n1 n g w xindependent over R, it follows that J, I*, u R u : X ? ? ? X R u sg 1 g g
 . w xJ, I*, u R u for all nonnegative integers n , . . . , n . Therefore afterg 1 g
 .factoring out H, we get the first statement in 6.2.1 .
 .  .  .  .  .n1  .n g  .Since J, I*, u R R, I s J, I*, u R R, I : tb . . . tb R R, I s1 g
n1q? ? ?qn g .  . n1 n g  .u J, I*, u R R, I : b ??? b R R, I , contracting the ideals to R1 g
 .  . n1q? ? ?qn g n1 n g  . n1q? ? ?qn gwe get that J, I* s J, I* I : b . . . b R. But J, I* I :1 g
n1q? ? ?qn g  .  .  .I s J, I* by 3.3 , so 6.2.1 holds.
 .  .The other parts follow by replacing J, I* for J, L, I* for L, and
 .  .J , I* for J where j g L in Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D.j j
 .Recall that a local ring R, M is said to be Cohen]Macaulay of type n in
 . .case R is Cohen]Macaulay and n s l Q : M rQ for all M-primary
 .ideals Q of R that are generated by a system of parameters; here, l A
denotes the length of the R-module A. Thus, R is Gorenstein if and only
.if R is Cohen]Macaulay of type 1. And a Noetherian ring B is
 .Cohen]Macaulay of type at most n in the case that for all P g Spec B it
holds that B is Cohen]Macaulay of type m for some m F n.P
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The following theorem is well known, but it does give a rather nice
application of the ideal I*.
 .  .THEOREM 6.3. Let R, M be a local ring such that alt R G 2 and let
 .P denote any one of the four properties: regular, complete intersection,
 .Gorenstein, or Cohen]Macaulay of type at most n. Then R has property P if
 .and only if there exists an ideal I of R such that ¨ I G 2, I s I*, and RrI
 .has property P .
 .Proof. I s I* if and only if I is generated by an R-sequence by 3.1.7 ,
so the conclusions are well known. Q.E.D.
There are many additional known results concerning R-sequences in a
 .local ring R, M that can be related here in terms of the conclusion that
 . I* s I by 3.1.7 such as that R is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if I* s I
for every ideal I of the principal class in R if and only if there exists an
ideal I that is generated by a system of parameters in R such that I* s I;
 ..and R is regular if and only if M* s M 3.1.3 , but we content ourselves
 .   ..here with one more, namely 6.4 and 6.5 .
THEOREM 6.4. Let I be a semiprime ideal of the principal class. Then RP
  n. 4is a regular local ring of altitude g for all P g j Ass RrI N n G 1 .
 .  .  .  .Proof. As ht I s ¨ I s g G 2, I* : Rad I by 3.1.10 . So if I is
 .semiprime then all the prime divisors of I are minimal and I s Rad I s
 .  n.  .I*. By 6.1.4 , we know that Ass RrI s Ass RrI for all n G 1. Also,
 .  .  .   n. 4ht P s ht I s g for all P g Ass RrI s j Ass RrI N n G 1 , so
 .  .  .  .   ..ht PR s ht IR s ht P s g and IR s IR * : I*R by 3.1.8 sP P p P P
IR . Thus IR is generated by b r1, . . . , b r1, an R -sequence of lengthP P 1 g P
 .   ..g, and PR s Rad IR s Rad I R s IR . Therefore R is a regularP P P P P
 .local ring of altitude g by 3.1.3 . Q.E.D.
 .  .  .Remark 6.5. If the hypothesis ht I s ¨ I is omitted in 6.4 and the
hypothesis ‘‘I is semiprime’’ is replaced by ‘‘I s I s I*’’, then it is wella
known that IR is integrally closed for all prime ideals P in R thatP
 .contain I, so by a similar proof, together with 5.5.5 , we get that R is aP
regular local ring of altitude g for all minimal prime divisors P of I.
 .THEOREM 6.6. If P is a minimal prime di¨ isor of I such that ¨ IR sP
 .  .  .¨ I , I* * : P, ¨ I*R G 2, and R is quasi-unmixed, then R isP P P
  . .Cohen]Macaulay and IR is generated by an R -sequence so IR * s IR .P P P P
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. Since I* * : P, ¨ I s ¨ IR , and ¨ I*R G 2, by 3.1.8P P
 .  . .  .  .IR * : IR * * s I*R * : I* *R : PR / R . Thus IR is gen-P P P P P P P
 .erated by analytically independent elements by 3.1.3 . Since PR is aP
minimal prime divisor of IR , it follows that IR is generated by a systemP P
of parameters in R . As R is quasi-unmixed, R is Cohen]Macaulay byP P P
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 . w x5.5.6 . Thus IR is generated by an R -sequence by Theorem 17.4 in 5 ,P P
 .  .so IR s IR * by 3.1.7 . Q.E.D.P P
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